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Abstract- Nowadays, more enterprises and organizations are 
facilitating their data into the cloud, keeping in mind the end 
goal to decrease the IT maintenance cost and improve the data 
reliability. However, confronting the various cloud vendors 
and additionally their diversified pricing policies, clients may 
well be puzzled with which cloud(s) are suitable for storing 
their data and what hosting strategy is less expensive. The 
general existing conditions is that customer typically put their 
data into a single Cloud and afterward just trust to luck. In 
view of far reaching investigation of numerous best in class 
cloud vendors, this paper proposes a novel data hosting 
scheme (named CHARM) which coordinates two key 
functions desired. The principal is selecting a few suitable 
clouds and a fitting redundancy strategy to store data with 
minimized fiscal cost and ensured availability.  The second is 
setting off a conversion process to re-distribute data as per the 
variations of data access pattern and pricing of clouds. We 
evaluate the performance of CHARM utilizing both 
trace-driven simulations and model experiments.  The 
outcomes demonstrate that contrasted and the significant 
existing schemes, CHARM not just saves around 20% of fiscal 
cost additionally displays adaptability to data and price 
adjustments. 
 

Index Terms—About four key words or phrases in 
alphabetical order, separated by commas.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud storage utilities provide customers with reliable, 
scalable, and low-cost data hosting functionality. More 
enterprises and organizations are facilitating all or some 
piece of their data into the cloud, so as to lessen the IT 
preservation cost (including the hardware, software, and 
operational cost) and upgrade the data reliability. For 
example, the United States Library of Congress had shifted 
its digitized substance to the cloud, trailed by the New York 
Public Library and Biodiversity Heritage Library. Presently 
they just need to pay for exactly the amount they have used. 
Diversified clouds: Existing clouds display incredible 
heterogeneities in terms of both working performances and 
pricing policies. Numerous cloud vendors manufacture 
their individual infrastructures and continue upgrading 
them with recently rising apparatuses. They additionally 
design numerous system architectures and apply numerous 
strategies to make their utilities cut throat.  Such system  
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diversity leads to observable performance variations across 
cloud vendors. 
Vendor lock-in risk: Facing various cloud vendors also as 
their diversified performances/policies, customers might be 
perplexed with which cloud(s) are advisable for bringing 
away their data and what hosting strategy is less expensive. 
The general status quo is that customers typically put their 
data into a single cloud and afterward basically trust to luck. 
This is accountable to imply "vendor lock-in risk", because 
customers would be confronted with a dilemma if they want 
to switch to other cloud vendors. The vendor lock-in risk 
first lies in that data relocation definitely creates significant 
expense. 
Multi-cloud data hosting: Recently, multi-cloud data 
hosting has received wide consideration from researchers, 
customers, and startups. The fundamental principle of 
multi-cloud (data hosting) is to distribute data across 
numerous clouds to increase improved redundancy and 
keep the vendor lock-in risk, as shown in Fig. 1. 
 (compared with copy), a read access has to be dealt by 
numerous clouds that store the corresponding data blocks. 
Consequently, deletion coding cannot make full use of the 
economical cloud as what replication does. Still worse, this 
shortcoming will be amplified in the multi-cloud case 
where bandwidth is generally (much) more expensive than 
storage space.  

 
 

The "proxy" part assumes a key part by redirecting 
appeal from client applications and agrees data distribution 
among numerous clouds. The potential pervasiveness of 
multi- cloud is represented in three folds. First, there have 
been a few researches into directed on multi-cloud. DepSky 
ensures data availability and security taking into account 
numerous clouds, thus allowing critical data (e.g., medical 
and financial data) to be trustingly stored. RACS conveys 
eradication coding among distinctive clouds keeping in 
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mind to prevent vendor lock-in risk and reduce fiscal cost. 
Second, new types of cloud vendors (e.g., DuraCloud and 
Cloud Foundry) have risen and quickly grown up to give 
genuine real utilities based on numerous clouds. Third, new 
development tools like Apache libcloud provide a unified 
interface above numerous clouds, which facilitates 
migrating utilities among clouds. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In existing industrial data hosting systems, data 
availability (and authenticity) is usually assured by 
replication or deletion coding. In the multi-cloud scenario, 
we also use them to meet numerous availability requisite, 
but the application is numerous. For replication, replicas are 
put into several clouds, and a read connection is only dealt 
(unless this cloud is unavailable then) by the “cheapest” 
cloud that charges minimal for out-going bandwidth and 
GET operation. For deletion coding, the data is encoded 
into n blocks including m data blocks and n m coding 
blocks, and these blocks are placed into n numerous clouds. 
In this case, though data availability can be guaranteed with 
minimum storage space (related with clone), a read access 
has to be served by numerous clouds that store the 
comparable data blocks. Analogous, deletion coding cannot 
make full use of the cheapest cloud as what replication does. 
Still bad, this flaw will be augment in the multi-cloud 
scenario where bandwidth is generally (much) more 
expensive than storage space. 

A. Towards Network-level Efficiency for Cloud Storage 
Utilities 
Author: Zhenhua Li, Cheng Jin 
Cloud storage functionalities such as Dropbox, Google 
Drive, and Microsoft One Drive provide users with a 
convenient and decent way to stock and share data from 
anywhere, on any device, and at any time. The cornerstone 
of these favors is the data sync operation which 
automatically maps the changes in users’ local files systems 
to the cloud via an array of network communications in a 
timely manner. If not designed properly, however, the 
tremendous amount of data sync traffic can likely result 
(financial) pains to both service providers and users. 

This paper addresses a simple yet the demanding 
question: Is the current data sync traffic of cloud storage 
utilities economically used? We first define a novel metric 
named TUE to quantify the Traffic Usage Efficiency of data 
synchronization. Based on both real-world fragment and 
extensive experiments, we study and characterize the TUE 
of six widely used cloud storage utilities. Our conclusion 
shows that a reliable portion of the data sync traffic is in a 
sense wasteful, and can be adequately averted or somewhat 
decreased via carefully designed data sync mechanisms. All 
in all, our study of cloud storage utility not only gives 
advice for service providers to develop more economical, 
traffic economic utilities, but also allows users pick relevant 
utilities that best fit their needs and budgets. 

B. Economical Batched Synchronization in Dropbox-like 
Cloud Storage Utilities 
Author: Zhenhua Li, Christo Wilson, Zhefu Jiang   
As tools for personally storing, file synchronizing and data 
sharing, cloud storage utilities such as Dropbox have 
quickly gained demand. These utilities give users with 
universal, reliable data storage that can be automatically 

synced across numerous devices, and also shared within a 
group of users. To minimize the network overhead, cloud 
storage utilities engage binary diff, data compression, and 
other system when transferring revive among users. 

However, despite these upsurge, we note that in the 
existence of frequent, short revive to user data, the network 
traffic i.e. caused by cloud storage utilities often show 
pathological inefficiencies. Through comprehensive 
measurements and detailed study, we determine that many 
cloud storage utilization generate session maintenance 
traffic that far exceeds the beneficial revise traffic. We cite 
to this action as the traffic overuse problem. To address this 
problem, we propose the revise-batched deferred 
synchronization (UDS) mechanism. Acting as a 
middleware between the user’s file storage mechanism and 
a cloud storage utility, UDS batches revives from clients to 
significantly reduce the overhead caused by session 
preservation traffic, while preserving the brisk file 
synchronization that users expect from cloud storage 
utilities. Furthermore, we boost UDS with a backwards 
adaptable Linux kernel modification that further improves 
the conduct of cloud storage applications by shortening the 
CPU usage. 

C. CloudCmp: Comparing Public Cloud Providers 
Author: Ang Li Xiaowei Yang Srikanth Kandula Ming 
Zhang 
Although various public clouds give offer pay-as-you-go 
computing, their varying access to infrastructure, 
virtualization, and software utilities advances to a problem 
of plenty. To aid customers pick a cloud that fits their needs, 
we develop CloudCmp, a economical comparator of the 
performance and amount of cloud providers. CloudCmp 
ampilfies the elastic computing, constant storage, and 
networking utilities granted by a cloud along metrics that 
precisely reflect their brunt on the conduct of customer 
applications. CloudCmp aim to assure candor, 
representativeness, and compliance of these analysis while 
hindering measurement cost. Implementing CloudCmp to 
four cloud providers that in sync report for various such 
cloud customers today, we see that their granted utilities 
vary widely in performance and costs, underscoring the 
urge for thoughtful provider choice. From scenarios on 
three representative cloud applications, we display that 
CloudCmp can guide customers in selecting the 
best-performing provider for their applications.  

D. Understanding Data Characteristics and Access 
Patterns in a Cloud Storage System 
Author: Songbin Liu, Xiaomeng Huang, Haohuan Fu, 
Guangwen Yang 
Forbearing the inherent system characteristics is crucial to 
the design and boosting of cloud storage system, and few 
studies have systematically investigated its data features 
and access patterns. This paper represents an analysis of file 
system snapshot and five-month access relic of a campus 
cloud storage mechanism that has been set up on Tsinghua 
campus for three years. The system provides online storage 
and data sharing utilities for more than 19,000 students and 
500 student groups. We report several data characteristics 
comprising file size and file type, as well as some access 
patterns, including read/write ratio, read-write need and 
everyday traffic. We figure out that there are many 
differences between cloud storage system and traditional 
file systems. Our current cloud storage system has big file 
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sizes, lower read/write ratio, and smaller set of active files 
compared of a classic conventional file system. With a 
trace-driven simulation, we find that the cache efficiency 
can be enhanced by 5 times using the advice from our 
analysis. 

E. DONAR: Decentralized Server Selection for Cloud 
Utilities 
Author: Patrick Wendell, Joe Wenjie Jiang  
Geo-replicated utilities need an effective way to direct 
client requests to a specific location, build on performance, 
load, and cost. This paper presents DONAR, a distributed 
system that can deceive the pressure of replica choosing, 
while contributing these utilities with a sufficiently 
expressive interface for citing aligning policies. Most actual 
way for replica selection rely on either central coordination 
(which has faithfulness, insurance, and scalability 
constraints) or distributed probing (which lead to 
suboptimal request circulation, or even anxiety). In 
comparison, the circulated mapping nodes in DONAR run a 
simple, economical algorithm to counterpart their 
replica-selection accord for clients. The protocol solves an 
optimization problem that jointly deals with both client 
performance and server burden, granting us to show that the 
distributed algorithm is stable and economical. Experiments 
with our DONAR prototype—giving replica selection for 
CoralCDN and the Measurement Lab—demonstrate that 
our algorithm function well “in the wild.” Our model 
supports DNS- and HTTP-based redirection, IP anycast, 
and a secure revive protocol, and can handle many customer 
utilities with diverse policy objectives.  
F. Optimizing Cost and Performance for Content Multi 
homing 
Author: Hongqiang Harry Liu, Ye Wang, Yang Richard 
Yang  
Many large content publishers use numerous content 
distribution channels to send their content, and many 
commercial systems have become available to aid a deep set 
of content publishers to profit from using numerous 
distribution networks, which we refer to as content multi 
homing. In this paper, we conduct the first systematic study 
on optimizing content multi homing, by submitting odd 
algorithms to enhance both performance and cost for 
content Multi homing. In particular, we design an odd, 
economical algorithm to calculate assignments of content 
objects to content circulation channels for content 
publishers, seeing both cost and performance. We also 
model an odd, slight client variation algorithm executing at 
personal content viewers to gain scalable, fine-grained, fast 
online variation to enhance the quality of experience (QoE) 
for personal viewers. We ensure the optimality of our 
escalation algorithms and conduct systematic, extensive 
assessment, using evident charging data, content viewer 
claims, and performance data, to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of our algorithms. We show that our content 
multi homing algorithms decrease publishing rate by up to 
40%. Our client algorithm running in browsers minimal 
viewer QOE degradation by 51%. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Nevertheless, as for multi-cloud community still meet the 
two demanding problems: 
How to choose appropriate clouds to minimize fiscal cost in 
the existing of composite pricing policies? How to 
encounter the numerous availability requirements of 
numerous utilities? As to fiscal cost, it primarily depends on 
the data-level consumption, in particular storage capacity 
consumption and network bandwidth utilization. As to time 
requirement, the big matter lies in which redundancy 
mechanism (i.e., cloning or deletion coding) is more 
economical based on specific data access arrangements. In 
other words, here the crucial challenge is that How to join 
the two systems splendidly so as to greatly reduce fiscal 
cost and meanwhile assure required opportunity? Data 
Hosting and SMS are two important modules in CHARM. 
Data Hosting decides storage form and the clouds that the 
data should be placed in. This is a complicated integer 
programming problem show in the following subsections.  

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed CHARM scheme. In this paper, we 
propose a novel cost-economical data hosting arrangements 
with high availability in divergent multi-cloud, known as 
“CHARM”. It smartly puts data into numerous clouds with 
reduces fiscal cost and assured availability. In particular, we 
join the two extensively used redundancy systems, into a 
uniform model to meet the required availability in the 
existence of various data access patterns. Next, we design 
an economical heuristic-based algorithm to choose 
appropriate data storage forms (involving both clouds and 
redundancy mechanisms). Also we implement the 
necessary procedure for storage mode passage (for 
economically re-distributing data) by controlling the 
variations of data access patterns and pricing protocol. We 
analyze the performance of CHARM using both trace base 
replica and prototype experiments. The elements are 
gathered from two online storage systems:, both of which 
acquire hundreds of thousands of users. In the prototype 
experiments, we rehash fragments from the two traces for a 
whole month on top of four average fiscal clouds: Amazon 
S3, Windows Azure, Google Cloud Storage, and Aliyun 
OSS. Opinion analysis show that in related with the big 
existing blueprint which will be elaborated in x VII-B), 
CHARM not only delivers near about 20% (more in detail, 
7% 44%) of fiscal cost but also  

Advantages: 
 Replication mechanism when the file size is less, 

i.e. why gray level 4 puts its feet into the area of 
less read count and lesser file size. This storage 
form table only builds upon charges of the feasible 
clouds and needed availability. If the prices vary, 
the table will change thus resulting into a 
numerous one. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF MODULES 

A. Multi Cloud: 
Lots of data marts are circulated around the world, and one 
region such as America, Asia, usually has several data 
centers affinity to the similar or numerous cloud providers. 
So technically all the data centers can be approached by a 
user in a certain part, but the user would practice numerous 
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actions. The latency of some data centers is very low while 
that of someone's may be unbearable high. CHARM selects 
clouds for storing data from all the available clouds which 
meet the behavioral requisite, i.e. they can provide 
agreeable throughput and latency when they are not in 
outage. The storage mode conversion does not brunt the 
action of the service. Since it is not a latency-sensitive 
process, we can reduce the preference of conversion 
operations, and implement the conversion in batch when the 
proxy has less workload. 

B. Data Hosting: 
In this section, we elaborate a cost-economical data hosting 
model with high availability in diversified multi-cloud, 
known as “CHARM”. The architecture of CHARM is 
shown in Figure. The whole model is located in the proxy in 
Figure. There are four main components in CHARM: Data 
Hosting, Storage Mode Switching (SMS), Workload 
Statistic, and Predictor. Workload Statistic keeps gathering 
and tackling access logs to direct the allotment of data. It 
also delivers statistic knowledge to Predictor which helps 
the action of SMS. Data Hosting stores data using 
replication or deletion coding, according to the size and 
access frequency of the data. SMS chooses if the storage 
mode of particular data should be varied from cloning to 
deletion coding or in reverse, according to the output of 
Predictor. The application of varying storage form execute 
in the background, in order not to impact online service. 
Predictor is used to assume the future authentication 
frequency of files. The time interval for prediction is one 
month, that is, we use the past months to presume access 
frequency of files in the next month. However, we do not 
stress on the design of predictor, since there have been lots 
of better algorithms for prediction. Moreover, a very simple 
predictor, which makes the use of weighted moving average 
method, works better in our data hosting model. Data 
Hosting and SMS are two important parts in CHARM. Data 
Hosting determines storage mode form and the clouds 
where data should be stored. This is a complicated integer 
programming problem demonstrated in the following 
subsections.  

C. Cloud Storage: 
Cloud storage utilities have become increasingly popular. 
Due to need of privacy, various cloud storage encryption 
methods have been put forth to secure data from those who 
do not have authority. Most of such schemes presumed that 
cloud storage providers are secure and cannot be hacked but 
still in practice, some coercers may draft cloud storage 
providers to admit user secrets or private data on the cloud, 
hence overall circumventing storage encryption methods. In 
this paper, we present our design for a new cloud storage 
encryption methodology that allows cloud storage 
providers to create convincing fake user secrets to protect 
user privacy. Since coercers cannot tell if obtained secrets 
are valid or not, the cloud storage providers ensure that user 
privacy is still securely protected. Most of the proposed 
cases assume cloud storage service providers or loyal third 
parties treating key management are credible and cannot be 
hacked but in real, some entities may ambush 
communications between users and cloud storage providers 
and then impel storage providers to discharge user secrets 
by using government power or other means. In this case, 
ciphered data are assumed to be known and storage 
providers are requested to release user secrets. We aimed to 

build an encryption scheme that could aid cloud storage 
providers avoid this predicament. In our approach, we offer 
cloud storage providers to create false user secrets. 
Providing such fake user secrets, outside coercers can only 
obtained counterfeit data from a user’s stored encrypted 
text. Once coercers think the received secrets are real, they 
will be satisfied and mainly cloud storage providers will not 
have revealed any real secrets. Therefore, user privacy is 
still secured. This idea comes from a certain kind of 
encryption scheme called deniable encryption. 

 D. Owner Module: 
Owner module is to upload their files using some 
authentication protocol. First they get the public key for 
particular upload file and after providing this public key 
owner asks for the secret key for particular upload file. 
Using that secret key owner upload their file. 

E. User Module: 
This module is used to aid the client to search the file using 
the file id and file name .If the file id and name is false i.e. 
we don’t get the file, otherwise server ask the public key 
and get the encrypted file, if u want the decrypted file means 

user have the secret key. 
 

VI. ALGORITHM 
The key idea of this heuristic algorithm can be described as 
follows:  
We first assign each cloud a value which is calculated based 
on four factors (i.e., availability, storage, bandwidth, and 
operation prices) to indicate the preference of a cloud. We 
choose the most preferred n clouds, and then heuristically 
exchange the cloud in the preferred set with the cloud in the 
complementary set to search better solution. This is similar 
to the idea of Kernighan-Lin heuristic algorithm, which is 
applied to effectively partition graphs to minimize the sum 
of the costs on all edges cut. The preference of a cloud is 
impacted by the four factors, and they have numerous 
weights. The availability is the higher the better, and the 
price is the lower the better. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

Now a days, cloud services are gives fast development and 
service based on multi cloud became very popular.This 
paper guides customer to distribute data among clouds and a  
cost benefits. Also makes an appropriate decision about 
storage mode to use and file segmentation helps to eliminate 
the wastage of storage space. 
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